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INTRODUCTION

THE DEVELOPING FRAMEWORK OF FEDERAL POLICY

Federal policy with regard to elementary and

secondary education has developed slowly over the history

of the country. This has happened because the conflicts

involved are considerable and difficult to overcome in

such a fashion as to make the results acceptable to all

parties willing in principle to support some form of

federal participation. Until recently, the literature

has centered on the study of specific factors which help

to explain the cause and trend of events. In order to

explain developments in this field, however, it ought to

be perceived as an overall policy making process. Although

much of this thesis will be discussing legislative action,

other considerations, both within the formal governmental

structure and outside of it, help to give an adequate

explanation of how the federal role has evolved until now,

and what the prospects are for its development in the

future

.
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A literature in the legislative process as it

relates to elementary and secondary education has only

developed since 1962 with the publication of The National

Politics of Federal Aid to Education by Frank Munger and

Richard Fenno Jr. and "Race, R.eligion and the Rules Com-

mittee" by H.D. Price, in The Uses of Power , edited by

Alan Westin. An Act of Congress by Eugene Eidenberg and

Roy D. Morey, published in 1969, points to the necessity

for a broader perspective of the legislative process with

regard to this policy issue. Eidenberg and Morey empha-

size the problem of reconciling the differences between

proponents of federal aid as the basis for the passage

of legislation. Important factors which enabled the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to pass

were lacking during the Kennedy Administration, particu-

larly the heavily Democratic majority in Congress which

occurred as a result of the 1964 election. However, the

Johnson Administration should be credited with astuteness

and determination in the process of developing an accept-

able bill. This thesis was written before An Act of Con -

gress was published and its findings are similar. The

approach, however, was necessarily different. Professors

»



Eidenberg and Morey were in Washington, D.C. at that

time, and their book is a case study with an interpre-

tation. This thesis was drawn from the limited material

available from a large number of sources. At the time

of the writing of this thesis, my view was that the pes-

simism of The National Politics of Federal Aid to Educa -

tion and "Race, Religion and the Rules Committee" was

due, in part, to an inability to see the possibilities

which would enable the passage of such legislation.



CHAPTER I

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION BEFORE 1961

The Context of Educational Control

Education in some form has been an important

endeavor on the part of Americans since the inception

of the first colonies. At first, education was under

local control, more specifically, under the control of

the local community, its religious authorities, and the

family. Institutionalized schooling assumed greater im-

portance during the colonial period, deliberate instruc-

tion superceding the less formal education of the home.

A definite religious orientation was common to education

in all of the colonies with regard to instruction.^ The

iBernard Bailyn, Education in the Forming of

American Society (Chapel Hill: University of North Caro-
lina Press, 1960), pp. 18-21.
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decline in importance of family training, however,

brought increasing demands that trades be taught young

people through a formal educational process, Schools be-

came the means through which Americans learned to adapt

2
to their new and changing environment.

The beginning of educational control by the

states occurred in Massachusetts in 1647 when a law was

passed requiring towns of 50 or more persons to hire a

teacher and of 100 or more persons to open a school, or

else be subject to a fine. Many towns, however, preferred

paying the fine rather than opening a school for the com-

3
munity. It was not until after the American Revolution

that more effective methods for state control over primary

and secondary education were devised. In 1837, James G.

Carter secured passage of a bill in Massachusetts creat-

ing the first state board of education with Horace Mann

4
as its secretary. By 1918, all American states had devel

oped a controlling state administrative framework over

2 Ibid . , pp. 33-36.

^Carroll Atkinson and Eugene Maleska, The Story
of Education (New York: Bantam, 1964), p. 103.

4
Ibid . t p. 114.
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primary and secondary education.

The federal government's early participation

in support of education began under the Articles of Con-

federation with the passage of the Northwest Ordinances

of 1785 and 1787 which made land grants to promote

public schools. In 1862, Congress passed the first of

two Morrill Acts which made land grants to support

higher education. This system, however, did not prove

to be an effective means for the support of public schools.

In 1867, under a Commissioner of Education appointed by

the President, a United States Department of Education

was established to conduct research in education as well

as to administer federal aid to education on a program-

matic basis through state departments of education.^ At

the time of the writing of the national Constitution,

public education had not been made expressly a concern

of the federal government and formal responsibility for

5lbid
. , p. 116.

^Kenneth Hansen, Public Education in America
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prent ice -Ha 11 , 1963), p. 36.

7 Ibid . , p. 37.



education had become a power reserved to the states.

However the federal government has not been prohibited

from acting in the field of education and has in fact

exercised considerable influence on American public school

systems. The fact that the Constitution makes no specific

reference to education has encouraged considerable dis-

cussion as: to what its proper role should be. The clause

in Article I, Section 8 which enables Congress to "pro-

vide for the common defense and general welfare of the

United States" has been regarded as sufficient justifica-

o
tion for federal activity.

Important Legislation

While there were no grants by the federal gov-

ernment to elementary and secondary education during the

latter part of the nineteenth century, developments aid-

ing higher education then, affected the subsequent pat-

terns of aid which have been utilized in the twentieth

century by Congress. The difference between the first

Truman M. Pierce, Federal, State and Local
Government in Education (New York: Center for Applied
Research in Education, 1964), p. 9.
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and second Morrill Acts, the first passed in 1862 and

the second in 1890 is noteworthy. While the grants of

the first Morrill Act were in the form of land grants

to the states, in the latter act, grants were in the form

of annual appropriations to the land grant colleges which

have been continued in increased amounts to the present

day. The amounts of these funds are small by compari-

Q
son to the total cost of operating these institutions.

A state is, of course, obligated to operate an agricul-

tural and mechanical college in order to be a recipient

of an annual appropriation from the federal government.

Every state does operate at least one such college and,

although the teaching of certain subjects is required,

this has not excluded other possibilities for teaching

and research in a very large number of fields. The Smith-

Hughes Act of 1917 was the first act of Congress to aid

American secondary education. It was an application of

the goals and methods of the second Morrill Act to the

secondary level. It was passed during World War I when

°Terry Sanford, Is Education the Business of

the Federal Government? (Cleveland: The Governor's
Conference, 1964), p. 20.



the value of trained skills had become apparent. Funds

were provided for administrative and instructional per-

sonnel for vocational high schools for up to fifty per-

cent of the costs of programs in "agriculture, industries,

trades, and home economics." Appropriations have con-

tinued up to the present time amended by subsequent leg-

islation.

The great depression again raised the question

of the need for federal funds for education. Many public

school systems were on the verge of collapse since they

were unable to pay their expenses, tfhile many bills were

proposed in Congress, the only direct aid authorized at

that time was for loans to communities to pay overdue

teacher's salaries. ^ Many appropriations, however, were

spent on education indirectly. Relief funds were used

to give work to unemployed teachers. The National

Youth Administration gave part-time jobs to needy stu-

dents. The Civilian Conservation Corps and other fed-

eral agencies performed certain educational functions.

General aid to education was proposed but no vote was

^Richard Fenno and Frank J. Hunger, The Na -

tional Politics of Federal Aid to Education (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1962), p. 6.
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taken on it. During 1940, preparations for war were

begun which involved the relocation of large numbers of

families to areas near new defense plants. As a result,

local communities became burdened with the education

of large numbers of children which their tax roles

could not support. The Lanham Acts passed by Congress

beginning in 1940, provided funds for the construction

and subsidizing of schools in "war-congested" areas.

While this program was under the Public Works Administra-

tion, the U.S. Office of Education and affected state

departments of education were consulted for their appro-

val under an amendment to the law passed in 1943. Dur-

ing the war, 1,239 schools were built under this program.^

This act was subsequently renewed and amended on an

annual basis up to 1949 when the need for more compre-

hensive legislation was realized by Congress.

Two new laws were enacted in 1950 which provided

aid to public schools in distincts affected by federal

"^
Ibid . , p . 7

.

12
I.M. Labovitz, Aid for Federally Affected

Public Schools (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press,

1963), p. 19.
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installations. Public Law 815 extended for three more

years the provisions of the Lanhara Act for assistance

in the construction of school facilities in federally

affected districts. In Public Law 874, assistance was

provided on a general basis to cover current expenses

13
in such districts. Although amendments to this legis-

lation particularly those prohibiting payments to racial-

ly segregated school districts have been controversial,

the laws have been renewed by subsequent Congresses up

to the present time. While they do not comprise gen-

eral aid, they do acknowledge a federal responsibility

under certain circumstances to elementary and secondary

education when school boards cannot be expected to cope

adequately with the needs of public school children

in their particular locality. Congress also enacted

legislation in 1950 forming the National Science Founda-

tion which administers programs whose purpose is to im-

prove education in the sciences. On the elementary and

secondary levels this agency sponsors summer institutes

for teachers in science and mathematics as well as studies

13 Ibid.
, p. 45.



in curriculum revision. 14 Its scope is confined to the

sciences, however, leaving federal programs vulnerable

to the accusation that too much emphasis has been placed

on the physical sciences and too little on other fields

of academic endeavor. Federal aid to elementary and

secondary education has evolved on a piecemeal basis.

The significance of these efforts, however, has been

affirmed through the renewal of programs by Congress.

Nevertheless, as continuing programs, they have required

reevaluation in terms of their contemporary relevance.

It is usually assumed that Russia's launch-

ing of the earth satellite Sputnik motivated Congress to

15
pass the National Defense Education Act of 1958. How-

ever, the N.D.E.A. was not just an effort to catch up

with recent Russian technological advances. Rather, it

was an amalgam of programs for which federal aid had

become traditional, with only certain new programs advo-

1 r

cated by professional educators. Although the loan

"^Sidney Sufrin, Administering the National
Defense Education Act (Syracuse: Syracuse University
Press, 1963), p. 9.

15,Sanford, loc. cit p. 34.

16Sufrin, loc. cit p. 34.
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and fellowship programs of this act aid higher educa-

tion, many sections benefit elementary and secondary

education. These include funds for science, mathe-

matics, and foreign language instruction, and vocational

education, as well as guidance, counseling and testing.

Additional areas of concern are in improving the stat-

istical bureaus of state departments of education and

experiments in the utilization of mass media for educa-

tional purposes.^'7 The N.D.E.A. was a continuation

of existing federal programs which had previously been

attempted by federal agencies but which were now author-

ized together by Congress for a three year period. It

has represented a middle ground between those who ad-

vocate general federal assistance for the full educa-

tional programs presently administered by the states

and those who fear that general federal assistance will

result in national control which would stifle education-

al initiatives at the state level.

General aid bills were first brought before

Congress shortly after the Civil War. The first of

17 Ibid.
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these was the Hoar Bill which proposed a national system

of public schools. Subsequent proposals were more mod-

est, advocating land grants and annual appropriations

for the public schools. The bills proposed in the latter

part of the nineteenth century were defeated by a coali-

tion within the Democratic Party representing labor

groups, the Catholic Church, and representatives from

18
the South. At that time, the Republican Party favored

general aid to public schools. The depression of the

1930's brought a revival of interest in general federal

aid, this time by the Democrats. However, differences

between the advocates of general aid were not resolved

before World War II.
19 In 1948 and 1949, bills spon-

sored by Robert Taft, Republican of Ohio, were passed by

the Senate but no similar legislation was passed by the

House. The Taft bills proposed flat grants per pupil

to every state plus equalization grants to poor states

creating a national minimum educational expenditure per

•^Gordon C. Lee, The Struggle for Federal Aid;

The First Phase (New York: Teachers College Bureau of

Publications, Columbia University, 1934), pp. 29-55.

l^Sanford, loc . cit . , p. 68.
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child in school in the United States. Administration

and control of educational programs would remain entire-

ly with the states according to the law. The only

requirement was a stipulation for audit to assure that

these funds were being spent by the states in accordance

proven to be more difficult in the House of Representa-

tives than the Senate due to the greater influence of

special interest groups there, and the uncooperat ive-

ness of the Rules Committee which brings bills reported

out of other committees before the floor of the House.

II regarding federal aid bills has been the question of

religious schools which has been raised in the House of

Representatives forcefully. Before 1945, Catholic

groups opposed all federal aid to education. Since

then, the Catholic position has been to favor federal

22
aid only if aid to religious schools was included.

with the law.
20

Passage of general aid legislation has

The most controversial issue since World War

20 Ibid pp. 71-74.• >

21Fenno and Hunger, loc. cit pp. 132-36.

22
Ibid p. 174.
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The first Amendment to the Constitution says "Congress

shall make no law respecting an establishment of reli-

gion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof;" It has

been argued that federal grants should be for children

as such, rather than allocations for a religious estab-

lishment. Therefore, it is against the free exercise

of religion to deny federal aid to children because

they attend religious schools. However, in his 1960 cam

paign for the Presidency, John Kennedy opposed federal

aid to church schools emphasizing that in his view this

23would be unconstitutional. The aid to education bill

of 1961 did not emerge from the House Pvules Committee

because of the decisive vote of Representative James

Delaney, Democrat of New York who voted against send-

ing the public school aid bill to the floor because it

did not provide equal contributions per child for those

in parochial schools. Categorical aid, such as the

N.D E.A. of 1958, allocated for specific educational

purposes for all school children whether in public

^h.D. Price, "Race, Religion and the Rules
Committee," The Uses of Power , Alan West in, Ed. (New

York: Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 1962), p. 3.
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schools or not, has been the only successful compromise.

A consequence of categorical aid, however, is greater

implicit control by the federal government over school

activities than would be the case under general grants

administered by the states. This is particularly true

when the federal government requires matching funds

from the states in order to receive a federal grant.

Programs must be formulated and shaped if the

federal government is to participate in educational pro-

grams. In order to understand the legislative process

in education, one must necessarily look at the problems

of administration. The proper administration of an edu-

cational program becomes one of the variables that con-

tributes to a positive climate for the passage of new

programs. The process through which operative policies

are devised can be considered to begin with the social

and economic forces of a particular time which are mani-

fest politically at the national level resulting in

the enactment of legislation. Approved legislation is

then administered by an agency which has responsibility

for transforming this legislation into operative policies.

2^Roald F. Campbell, Luvern Cunningham and

Roderick McPhee , The Organization and Control of American
Schools (Columbus: Merrill, 1965), p. 37.



Although many federal agencies conduct programs which

have a substantial bearing on education, and the sig-

nificance of some of these programs is considerable,

the Office of Education of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare is the only federal agency

which functions within a broad spectrum of the field

of American Education. The various roles which other

federal agencies play in relationship to education,

however, are sometimes extensive, but they are inevit-

ably specialized with regard to either their purpose

or their clientele. The administrative apparatus is

under the President of the United States who has the

power to propose or veto legislation as well as to ex-

press his administration's point of view towards educa-

tional matters before the national electorate. He also

appoints the major officials who supervise the imple-

mentation of enactments into policies and programs.

The Administration of Federal Programs

Coordinating the diverse federal efforts is

the Office of Education headed by a Commissioner of

Education. Coordination, however, does not imply that
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this agency is in charge of the complete array of acti-

vities performed at the federal level. In fact, 42

agencies of the federal government are regarded as con-

ducting educational activities to some extent. How-

ever, the Office of Education has carried out the

unique function of revising and assessing the impact

of federal programs in the United States viewed as a

whole, proposing solutions to educational problems which

it finds to exist. Its scope has continuously been

expanded as a result of the broadening significance at-

tached to education in American life. The founding of

what is today called the United States Office of Educa-

tion came after the Civil v/ar during an era in which there

was great concern with the type and extent of education

being received. State control of education had come

to be a general practice. At the federal level, the

Morrill Act of 1862 providing land grants for the devel-

opment of state agricultural and mechanical colleges

was approved by President Lincoln. Five years later,

in 1867, President Andrew Johnson approved legislation

z:?U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on

Education and Labor, The Federal Government and Educa -

t ion (89th Congress, 1st Session), p. 1.
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passed by Congress establishing the Department of Educa-

tion. This agency was renamed the Bureau of Education

in 1869, and lost its independent status in 1870 when

it was made a part of the Department of Inter ior.^6

The President must appoint a Commissioner of Education

who must make an annual report to Congress on the results

of information gathered by the Department of Education

with recommendations as well as a statement of situation

regarding various federal programs and grants made

available by Congress. The general purpose for the

establishment of the department and the Commissioner was

stated as being to 11
. . . aid the people of the United

States in the establishment and maintenance of effi-

cient school systems, and otherwise promote the cause of

education throughout the country. "27 Besides providing

informational services for Congress as well as the teach-

ing profession, it has performed programmatic functions

Zfc)Erick Lindman, The Federal Government and

Public Schools (Washington, D.C.: American Association
of School Administrators, 1965), p. 10.

Harry Kursh, The United States Office of

Education (Philadelphia: Chilton, 1965), p. 12.
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as well. In 1890, it was given a supervisory role with

regard to federal funds for land grant colleges under

the second Morrill Act. In 1933, the Federal Board of

Vocational Education was incorporated into it and it

again became an independent agency. ^8 Thereafter, the

trend within the Office of Education has been toward a

pattern of widening categorical aid for the benefit of

American education administered by the agency.

The functions of the Office of Education have

fallen into four categories. These consist of the ad-

ministration of federal grants, making contracts with

outside organizations for the purpose of carrying on re-

search in the field of education, performing its own

research and consultative services, and cooperating

with other federal agencies in the operation of programs.

The Office of Education administers grants for purposes

designated by Congress. The demand for greater services

from the Office of Education, particularly since the

passage of the National Defense Education Act of 1958

has necessitated its enlargement as well as reorganization.

28Ibid 19.
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Because educational programs are performed by many fed-

eral agencies, questions are raised regarding whether

educational needs are being met as effectively as could

reasonably be expected. Many federal programs are

dependent on educational activities for their performance,

both directly and indirectly. The recent growth of the

Office of Education has necessitated a reassessment of

its role in relationship to other federal agencies and

to education generally. The problem of coordinating

federal educational activities has become one of its

most important functions. However, if the array of fed-

eral programs appears to be in need of coordination, it

should be pointed out that some highly regarded federal

programs such as the National Science Foundation, have

been operated in complete independence from the Office

of Education. 29

The Office of Education has grown rapidly in

recent years because the need to expand federal acti-

vities in the field of education has become apparent to

Congress and because certain acceptable modes of federal

Ibid . , p. 38.
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activity have been developed. These approaches attempt

to avoid objections to federal aid based on fear of

federal control. The sources of stress in the newly

emerging federal programs stem primarily from a commit-

ment to national standards for school desegregation

and from the fact that certain new programs such as the

Job Corps operate outside of the purview of the Office

of Education. The tight confinement which was the ex-

perience of the Office of Education in the nineteenth

century has been followed by a period of gradual expan-

sion since World War I through this decade when this

agency has witnessed rapid growth.

An issue which remains is that of setting up

an adequate system for evaluating programs. Independent

boards of experts such as advisory panels are not always

a desirable solution since there cannot always be an

assumption of unanimity between professional personnel

of the Office of Education and local officials who must

justify their programs to different groups. Each neces-

sarily must evaluate its educational programs in the

context of its own goals. The Office of Education is

under pressure from Congress to show rapid results. It
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is always attempting to lengthen the time available

until a program is to be evaluated on the assumption

that it takes some time before the effectiveness of a

30
program can be shown. Regardless of the success or

failure of any particular program, it is clear that the

federal government has become committed to educational

programs which are regarded as advancing the public

interest. Both political parties have come to view

education as an important instrument through which the

solution of social and economic problems can become pos-

sible with focus on the gap in financial resources be-

tween different states and localities in paying the cost

of educating people adequately to meet the needs of

modern society as well as inequality of educational op-

portunities because of uneven distribution of profes-

sional personnel and supporting services. The solu-

tion to these problems has required additional federal

31
programs which must necessarily be administered.

Harold Hew e II, "Growth and Growing Pains,"
Saturday Review , December 17, 1966, p. 87.

31Ibid



CHAFrER II

THE CURRENT INVOLVEMENT OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The Problem of Educational Objectives

The goals of educational programs represent

efforts to enlarge our educational objectives, reflect-

ing changing ideas regarding who can potentially bene-

fit from expanding educational opportunities and how

this might best be accomplished. The federal govern-

ment has begun to take the initiative in the develop-

ment of new programs designed to use education as an

instrument enabling individuals to cope with the de-

mands of contemporary society. Recognition of the

expanding needs of educational institutions with regard

to their scope and intensity by the public through its

representatives in Congress has made considerable head-

way during the 1960's. Support for popular as well as
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first-rate education has come to be far more substan-

tial from the federal government than ever before. A

major turning point was the passage of the Federal Aid

to Education Act of 1965. Between 1964 and 1967, fed-

eral aid to all education programs tripled from 4.7

billion to 12.3 billion dollars.^" Underlying this

accomplishment was considerable momentum favorable to

the passage of such legislation as well as successful

efforts which reconciled major issues which had been

dividing proponents of federal aid legislation. By bring

ing the resources of the federal government into the

field of education in conjunction with those of state and

local governments, we have entered into a new phase in

our educational development. Control over American edu-

cation now rests on a shared basis between federal,

state and local governing authorities as a result of sev-

eral Supreme Court decisions and also of enactments by

Congress which grant substantial appropriations aiding

education. This expansion of federal activities tries

1James Reston, 'Washington; President Johnson
and Education," New York Times , November 8, 1967, p. 46.
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to avoid duplicating but rather, attempts to supplement

present state and local programs. Only with regard to

court decisions is compliance as such by state and local

authorities usually considered to be mandatory.

National policies are a product of the inter-

play of political forces with the federal government as

well as the result of its administrative experience.

Interest groups concerned with educational matters but

outside the formal structure of government have an im-

portant bearing on decisions which are made at all levels

within the governmental structure. The shaping of educa-

tional goals by the federal government cannot avoid

totally the implication of choosing a set of national

standards to be met with the aid of federal funds. The

simple expenditure of funds is not sufficient to improve

the quality of education. During the 1960's it has been

felt that our national educational needs have needed

redefinition. Within the framework of national educa-

tional activities, however, there necessarily must be a

flexibility of response to the variety of problems and

zLeon Lecht , Goals, Priorities and Dollars
(New York: The Free Press, 1966), p. 154.
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situations which inevitably confront a fresh approach

to problems. The goal toward which the federal govern-

ment has attempted realization is a reduction in social

3
and economic barriers to full educational opportunity.

The most important motivation for the accept-

ance of federal participation is the need for educational

funds. Nevertheless, despite their financial needs,

presently vested interests have been reluctant to con-

cede control over funds the federal government might

furnish. Although there have been very few examples of

states and localities refusing to accept funds once

they have been made available, there has been intense

controversy over whether the federal government might be

usurping control over education away from the states by

means of educational allocations reflecting the will of

Congress with regard to how the money should be distri-

buted. The issue of control is caught between the

tradition of state autonomy and the need of the Federal

government to set up criteria and standards for the

expenditure of funds. Even those who maintain that they

3 lbid.
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are most opposed to imposition by the federal government

in the course of granting federal aid have found cir-

cumstances when they felt it would be necessary and

desirable to stipulate how federal funds should be

4
spent. Within this context, issues include those of

race and religion. For example, should the federal gov-

ernment restrict the use of funds for segregated school

districts or for parochial schools in cases where state

practice deviates from national norms? With regard to

this issue, the outcome will be affected by decisions

which are made at the national level. Before policy

can emerge, a basis for decisions must emerge. For this

to occur, we must know what we want and expect from our

schools. Needs and priorities are viewed differently by

groups. In addition, outside interest groups express

views related to education which can be expected to gain

a hearing from politicians in the capitol. It is profes-

sional educators, however, who must carry out any proposed

Richard Fenno and Frank J. Hunger, The Na -

tional Politics of Federal Aid to Education (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1962), p. 50.
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changes translating expenditures into academic results.

It should be pointed out, that federal programs do af-

fect certain areas more than others. Under the program

of support for education in federally affected areas,

for example, regions with large numbers of federal em-

ployees with dependents, are more affected by federal

policies than states with few such programs. Under a

program of educational aid to economically depressed

areas, regions of low income would be more affected by

federal policies than wealthier places. Hence Representa-

tives from such areas are likely to attempt to influence

federal policy in a fashion which reflects preferences

within their constituencies. The varied groups which

advocate more federal aid to education of some type have

found it difficult to coordinate their efforts. Suffi-

cient agreement between them is necessary prior to the

development of new federal programs.

The impetus for federal education programs

has changed from the legislative to the executive branch.

5Myron Lieberman, The Future of American Educa -

t ion (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), p.

47.
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Presidents have been informed of national educational

needs from educational leaders either within the profes-

sion itself, or by lay interest groups. State superin-

tendents of schools have been of increasing importance

since around 1950, as questions of educational policy

have become of greater concern. Since that time, the re-

ceptivity of the American public to educational change

has increased along with a less complacent attitude

toward the type and extent of education that has been

offered at all levels. The problem has been that ideas

regarding which educational changes should take place

have not been in agreement, and the reconciliation of

these views has been difficult. One of the reasons for

this difficulty of conciliation has been the reluctance

of professional educators to accept the concern of elected

officials, although this involvement can no longer be

denied.'
7

Although national professional organizations

have existed for some time, they have preferred to use

6James B. Conant, Shaping Educational Policy
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), p. 6.

^Lawrence Cremin, The Genius of American Educa -

tion (New York: Vintage, 1966), p. 99.



their influence primarily at the local level. How-

ever, there has been increasing recognition of the im-

portance of federal funds and the possibilities for more

funds from this source in the future. As a result of

the much greater power of taxation possessed by the fed-

eral government as well as the fact that many educational

problems are national in scope, interest has gravitated

toward the federal government for financial aid to help

solve current problems. This shift has been accentuated

by the difference in financial capacity between rich and

poor states. The particular form which this aid has

taken is a product of interaction between interest groups

which have advocated as well as opposed federal aid, as

well as persistence and adaptability on the part of its

o
proponents

.

The difficulties which must be overcome are

in part due to the pluralism of American society, with

regard to national origin, race, religion, occupation,

level of schooling, and social class. Within these

^Roald F. Campbell, Luvern Cunningham and
Roderick McPhee, The Organization and Control of American
Schools (Columbus: Merrill, 1965), p. 480.
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categories the distribution of our population has been

9
changing. Coordination of efforts is required if these

diverse groups are to be brought together in the pur-

suit of common goals. Active interest groups are the

only means available for rallying people to support or

oppose causes which constituents feel to be important

but which are, at the time, outside the official inter-

ests of government. Most federal activity in the field

of education has been in the sectors where state 'and

local governments have proven unwilling or unable to

solve successfully problems which confronted them. Fur-

thermore, efforts to gain passage of legislation at the

federal level have been hampered by a conviction on the

part of its opponents that educational legislation once

enacted is likely to be continued more or less indefin-

itely, an idea which is probably correct in view of the

past record of such legislation. It has been necessary

to unite a sufficient number of factions to assure a

majority vote on a particular bill placed before them.

This necessarily involves a certain number of compromises

between them which with regard to educational matters

9 Ibid . , pp. 465-466.
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has apparently come about only with great reluctance.

The Participation of the President

In this political environment, strong leader-

ship afforded by the Presidency has been of prime im-

portance. In the development of programs in federal aid

to education, little can be accomplished without the sup-

port of the President. As part of his campaign for the

Presidency, John F. Kennedy came out in favor of federal

aid to education as a part of his domestic platform. In

return for his position he received the endorsement of

the National Education Association."^ He was not the

first president to support federal programs of aid to

education, although he was the first to do so as a part

of a presidential campaign. Most previous Presidents

had avoided any commitments to federal programs except

for special situations. The first to support any pro-

gram approximating general federal aid was President

Grant who, with reference to the needs of free Negroes,

Fenno and Munger , loc . cit . , p. 183.



asked Congress to encourage popular education. 1 Nine-

teenth century Republican Presidents supported federal

aid to primary and secondary education but little action

was taken. President Roosevelt only committed himself

to federal aid in 1945 and then it was with reservations

Presidents Truman and Eisenhower did not regard federal

aid to primary and secondary education as an important

part of their domestic programs, tfhile President

Kennedy did not secure the passage of new significant

legislation during his short tenure in office, he did

attempt to focus Congress and the nation on needs in

this area. Calling education "the keystone in the arch,

President Kennedy called for Congressional approval of

an educational program during each year in which he

was in office.^ in 1963 he made his largest request

for a 1.5 billion dollar program spread over four years.

nIbid . , p. 99.

12 lbid . , p. 102.

13u.S. House of Representatives, Committee on

Education and Labor, The Keystone and the Arch; Remarks
by John Kennedy (88th Cong., 2nd Sess.), p. 48.
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He stressed the stimulating quality of his proposal

for education rather than any desire for federal control.

He conformed to the traditional approach of selective

rather than general aid. Nevertheless, he was unable

to get his program passed through Congress. Evidently,

in the absence of a sense of national crisis, federal

aid to primary and secondary education can pass through

both houses of Congress only when it is considered to

be high priority legislation.^ An acceptable formula

had to be developed to gain the acceptance of the poli-

tical forces which could be persuaded to support such

aid. The desire to increase federal expenditures

necessarily must be developed around proposals which

will appeal to these groups.

In order to cope with contemporary educational

problems, President Johnson proposed a considerable in-

crease in federal educational expenditures in his

message on education which accompanied proposals which

were put before Congress. The reasons which President

Johnson gave for requesting a new commitment to aid for

1%enno and Hunger, loc . cit . , p. 184.



primary and secondary education included a vast increase

in the number of people attending schools and the pros-

pect for the continuation of this trend in the future.

Despite this growth, America has a substantial number

of students who drop out of school due to lack of

encouragement. He cited the absence of employment pos-

sibilities for such students while the employment pos-

sibilities for those who complete at least high school

has increased. jn addition, teacher education has been

inadequate to meet the needs of the profession and this

ought to be augmented through the use of federal funds.

^

Although Congress has been willing enough to discuss

finance programs in many sectors of higher education,

they have proven reluctant to approve funds in element-

ary and secondary education regarded as essential to

the public welfare. President Johnson maintained that

aid to education was his primary domestic program.

^

l&U.S. House of Representatives, Message
from the President Transmitting the Educational Pro -

gram (Doc. 45, 89th Cong., 1st Sess . 1965).

17 Ibid.
, p. 3.
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The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

President Johnson's proposal to Congress for

1965 recognized that for the foreseeable future educa-

tion would remain a state responsibility and local

function. The 1965 proposal included, in addition to

substantial new programs of aid for primary and second-

ary education, pre-school programs to be separately

18
administered by the Office of Economic Opportunity.

In elementary and secondary education, the bill included

aid to localities through the states to supplement already

existing programs. It stressed that the purpose of the

proposal was to furnish educational services not present-

ly available in many communities due to lack of imagina-

tion or finances. Aid was to become available to school

districts serving low income families, for school

libraries and instructional materials, for supplement-

ary services to non-public schools, for regional educa-

tional research laboratories, and to expand and improve

state educational agencies. The proposal to aid low

ISibid.



income school districts represented the solution which

was arrived at to develop a weighted formula favoring

areas unable to pay for adequate education. The ori-

ginal proposal contained a provision under Title VII

establishing a United States Department of Education

to advance the cause of education including a Secretary

of Education which -would uplift the Office of Education

to a place in the President's Cabinet."^ The proposal

was deleted, however, from the final proposal. The

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 did not

contain any provision intended to improve coordination

between federal programs affecting education. The

proposal stressed special facilities considered neces-

sary for the enrichment of the educational process such

as educational radio and television, modern science

laboratories, programmed learning and special remedial

education for those considered culturally deprived.

For those who do not attend public schools supplement-

ary centers were proposed where specialized educational

iyU.S. House of Representatives, Committee on
Education and Labor, Educat ion Goals for 1965 (89th
Cong., 1st Sess., 1965), p. 49.
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services would be made available. Instructional mater-

ials were made available to students in public as well

20
as non-public schools alike. Funds were also made

available for expansion of the scope of educational re-

search. An additional goal of the Elementary and Second-

ary Education Act of 1965 was the strengthening of state

departments of education, since it was felt that al-

though they were responsible collectively for the primary

and secondary education of the United States, they were

inadequately prepared to perform the role to be expected

of them. They were not properly staffed and turnover

of their personnel was too high. Many lacked the spec-

ialized bureaus considered to be desirable educational

practice. Funds would be made available to state

educational agencies to help identify and solve prob-

lems within their purview as well as to make such infor-

mation available to other states.

The law which was enacted authorized 1.3 bil-

lion in Federal funds for the improvement and expansion

20 lbid . , pp. 55-64

21Ibid . , p. 63.
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of the nation's elementary and secondary schools, con-

tained under five titles administered by the Office of

Education through various state educational agencies.

Title 1 offers financial assistance to school dis-

tricts which have a high concentration of low-income

families. Responsibility for programs rests with state

educational agencies. Program planning and develop-

ment must come from the local school district involved

in these programs. Title II furnishes funds for school

libraries and other instructional materials. The mater-

ials become the property of the state educational

agency and are loaned to localities. If the respective

state law prohibits furnishing such materials to non-

public schools, this provision is to be administered in

that state directly by the Office of Education. Title

III provides funds for the development of supplementary

educational centers and services. Local agencies may

apply directly for specific grants for such services

to the Office of Education subject to review of their

request by the relevant state agency. A committee is

to be appointed by the Commissioner of Education to

evaluate each proposal. Title IV expands the federal
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interest in educational research and training. Empha-

sis is placed on the development of regional labora-

tories and research centers which are large enough to

conduct their research on a significant scale. The

act, however, does not set criteria about what kind of

research ought to be conducted except that it should

have potential practical application in the field of

education, nor does it prescribe the type of recipient

of funds or of programs that might develop out of such

research. Title V acknow ledges the importance of state

departments of education and proposes the supplementa-

tion of their activities with federal funds. These are

furnished on a grant basis. They can be used for

storage and analysis of data, or to publish and distri-

bute additional materials or to furnish consulting ser-

vices to localities. All titles of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965 contain the stipula-

tion that in no case may federal funds be used in lieu

of state or local allocations for the same purpose. 22

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was

^"The First Work of these Times," Amer ican
Educat ion (Washington: U.S. Office of Education, April,

1965), reprint.
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originally introduced in the Senate as S. 370 by Wayne

Morse of Oregon, and in the House of Representatives

as H.R. 2362 by Carl Perkins of Kentucky. Hearings

were held in the Senate by its Committee on Labor and

Public VJelfare. However, the Senate bill was dropped

in favor of the House measure which was reported from

the General Subcommittee on Education of the Committee

on Education and Labor on March 8, 1965. The primary

issues disputed during the floor debate in the House

involved the sufficiency of the allocation formula under

Title I of the act, the constitutionality of aid to pri-

vate schools, and the objection usually made to federal

interference with what has traditionally been a state

and local function. The last of these issues has been

raised in relation to all federal aid proposals and the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was no

exception. More pointed objections to this bill were

raised with regard to the previous two issues. Aid to

private schools has long been thought to be unconsti-

tutional by many legislators and amendments were pro-

posed by Representatives John Anderson (R . 111.), Edith

Green (D. Ore.) and Howard Smith (D. Va . ) which would
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require testing the constitutionality of the private

school aid provisions of the act. These were rejected

during the floor debates in both houses. In addition,

an effort was made to increase the annual income below

which was to be designated as the poverty level with

regard to the allocation formula under Title I from $2,000

to $3,000 per year which was also rejected. These three

issues were also raised during the floor debate in the

Senate but did no better. All proposed amendments were

rejected except one in the House by Robert Griffin (R

.

Mich.) providing for a single ten member advisory coun-

cil to consult with the Commissioner of Education on

his functions under the 1965 legislation. The bill was

passed in the House on March 26, 1965 by a vote of 263

to 153 and was sent to the Senate where it was reported

from committee and passed there on April 6, 1965 by a

vote of 73 to 18. The act was then approved by the

23
President on April 11, 1965. Despite the usual contro-

versies over aid to non-public schools and how aid should

^Congressional Quarterly Almanac , 1965 (//ash

ington, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly Service, 1966),

pp. 287-288.



be distributed, the success of the passage of this

new legislation can be attributed to a compromise

formula acceptable to all factions in favor of fed-

eral aid, the fact that both branches of Congress

had heavy majorities of the same political party as

the President, and the willingness of the President

to put the power of his office behind the legisla-

tion .

Thus, during 1965, the Congress expanded the

federal government's financial commitment to education.

Appropriations were doubled to the Office of Educa-

24
tion. The largest additional amount was appropriated

to benefit children in low-income school districts.

Resolution of the conflict between the National Edu-

cational Association and the National Catholic Wel-

fare Conference, both of these organizations willing

in principle to support federal aid to education, en-

abled a bill to pass which was primarily for the aid

of public schools but which included provisions which

benefit children who attend non-public schools. The

24-"The Education Scene in the U.S. and Abroad,
New York Times (Jamary 12, 1966), p. 45, Col. 1.
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provision of funds for the strengthening of state de-

partments of education has pioneered new ground in ef-

forts to develop a new unobjectionable approach to the

administration of federal funds. The federal govern-

ment will participate in an effort to encourage learn-

ing and promote productivity and talent in the Ameri-

can population. Within the new government programs,

initiative may come from the federal, state, and local

levels. However, this breakthrough in federal aid

comes late in the battle for better schools. The fact

that education has been neglected by the federal govern-

ment for so long while other programs have been moved

forward with vigor will have consequences. The con-

trast which already exists between urban and rural areas

and growing suburbs is already stark. In the best

suburban high schools, 80% of the students go on to

college, while in some city slums, half of the students

25
do not complete high school. The chances of personal

fulfillment seem to depend heavily on the social and

economic background of the student involved. The

James B. Conant, Slums and Suburbs (New

York: Signet, 1964), p. 9.
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potential role of the school in mitigating this situa-

tion has always been acknowledged in the United States,

but the gap between this ideal and contemporary social

and economic realities has been widening. Federal aid

to education may relieve this situation, but it has

come late as a result of bitter disputes. Previous

experience, however, would indicate that large federal

programs can offer a potential solution for the prob-

lems to be confronted.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act

of 1965 represents the beginning of a new era in the

relationship between the federal government and educa-

tion. In financial terms it amounts to a sharp increase

in funds made available to states and localities. In

symbolic terms, it reflects the idea that the federal

government should be concerned with elementary and

secondary education and proposes a way to go about

expressing it. The present form of federal aid is multi

categorical. This gives Congress far more discretion

to encourage or discourage particular educational

activities than would be the case if there was general

aid. Nevertheless we have come a long way from the
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special purpose programs which typified federal aid

to education before 1965. We now view schools as

having problems which are national in scope and re-

quire national programs for help in their solution.

Subsequent legislation has expanded federal

aid appropriations within the general framework of the

1965 act in varying degrees for each of its titles,

and for longer periods of time. The $2,000 top income

level has since been raised to $3,000 for Title I anti-

poverty funds. Funds authorized for supplementary

educational centers and services has increased from

$175 million for fiscal 1967 to $500 million for fiscal

1968. Appropriations for other titles have also in-

creased but in lesser amounts. The success of these

programs will depend, however, on how well they are

implemented. Federal educational programs at present

have stronger support from both the President and Con-

gress than ever before. This support is bipartisan and

covers a widening range of proposals for the improvement

Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 1967 (Wash-
ington, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly Service, 1968),

pp. 611-614.
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of educational systems. If we have difficulty in meet

ing the educational challenge now, it will not be be-

cause of a lack of funds but because of a shortage of

2 7educational ideas. In retrospect, there were years

of unfortunate delay on the way to substantial federal

aid. The justification for these programs, however,

will depend on our effectiveness in implementing them,

because it is in implementation that these programs

reach to the youth of our nation and through them to

our aspirations for the future.

27 Edith Green, "Who Should Run It?" New York
Times (January 28, 1968), p. 53, Col. 7.
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CONCLUS ION

THE DIRECTION OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Federal aid to education has a noteworthy

legislative history. Although many Congressional pro-

posals have been voted down, and others never got be-

yond committee hearings, some have passed from time to

time and once passed have continued to the present day.

These represent the core of the present federal program

of aid to elementary and secondary education. Each new

piece of legislation has resulted in a change in the

configuration of the political forces which support

American education. The field has proved to be fluid

necessitating a flexible approach and willingness to

accept what is feasible at the time, with the proviso

that in an area which continues to be so sensitive, only

proposals which are thought to be capable of being admin-

istered should be considered. The total Federal program
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will have to supplement existing state and local pro-

grams so as to provide aid in sectors incapable of

increased support from other sources.

The issue of educational control by the fed-

eral government represents one of the thorniest dilem-

mas to be overcome. Potential support of federal aid

will be lost of there is fear of federal control over

educational activities. Nevertheless certain types of

legislation have passed from time to time which circum-

vent this problem by leaving basic control over expend-

itures in the hands of the states and localities even

if there is some degree of federal control in so far

as the federal government requires that expenditures

be made within the intention of the law under which

the funds are provided. Matching grants accentuate this

dilemma because they require a state to provide funds

in compliance with a federal statute. De facto segre-

gation and aid to parochial schools are perennial dif-

ficulties. An uncompromising attitude on these issues

has made the passage of legislation difficult to achieve.

The participation of the President is essential if

disagreements between supporters are to be overcome.
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Presidents Kennedy and Johnson each tried to gain sup-

port for legislation, the former from the public, the

latter from Congress. The shift from the Kennedy to the

Johnson administrations witnessed a change in emphasis

toward a very realistic effort to get things done. This

resulted in compromises which the earlier administra-

tion regarded as undesirable but which did result in

the action sought after.

In the short run, if the current legislation

does not appear to benefit education to the degree

expected, it could greatly hamper future efforts to pass

federal educational legislation. Moreover, even if

the compromises which were made in order to enable the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act to pass were

worth it, federal policy makers now find themselves in

the position where federal aid is not extensive enough

to bring about the changes it seeks after, but is exten-

sive enough to create an imbalance in favor of the

specialized programs it supports at state and local

levels. Since initiatives for federal funds must come

from state and local authorities, it is difficult for

them to counterreact as well in order to bring their own
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full programs into balance. This dilemma may not be

limited only to programs in elementary and secondary

education but be applicable also to other areas of

governmental activity as well where primary responsi-

bility for ongoing programs rests at other levels of

government

.

The future of federal aid to elementary and

secondary education will rest on the ability of inter-

est groups to bring pressure on Congress and the Presi-

dent as well as a sense of necessity for it before the

public eye. The context of federal policy includes

the attitudes of interest groups toward federal involve

ment as well as the response of the federal government

with regard to what the major educational problems are

and how these problems can best be met through activi-

ties at the federal level. Interest groups differ

from one another in their influence with their consti-

tuencies as well as in their persuasiveness with gov-

ernment officials. The federal government must sort

out what it is ready, willing and able to do is a re-

sultant policy is to develop any effectiveness. The

focus of interest groups has gravitated more towards
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the federal government during the 1960's than previous-

ly as federal aid seemed likely.

Aid to elementary and secondary education has

become an expanded function of the federal government.

As time goes on these programs should become a normal

aspect of federal activities. Their administration is

likely to remain complex due to the demand for local

autonomy and state control in educational matters. How-

ever, the significance of federal policies with regard

to its programs cannot be minimized. Concern with

these policies by interest groups should be anticipated.

Federal participation has grown substantially during the

last decade on a selective basis and its impact can be

expected to reflect this pattern. Success in programs

presently underway will incline pressure groups to

look again to the federal government for solutions to

their problems in the future.
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